
SUMMER: 2
by N. Pendleton 

 < C >
Summer was not Marco’s friend.



< E >

 The buffeting wind was not Marco’s only enemy. The density of the rain had softened the 
freshly plowed rows to a muddy stew of rocks and mosquito eggs. It had weighted down his 
sport coat and trousers, his shirt, his loafers and socks, had drenched him through to the boxers 
and scalp.  He’d had to abandon pieces of his wardrobe in his attempt to elude the oncoming 
charge of Emil Q.

As if the rain and muck had not been bad enough, the rain turned to hail, the stones 
ranging in size from golf ball to baseball. They pummeled his torso and legs, battered and 
bruised his forearms that he’d raised to protect his head.
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1 The mask was fashioned by Emil Q. in an art therapy session at the Havershon Home (Bolingbrook, IL).  Its 
manufacture was achieved by applying strips of wet plaster bandages to his face and smoothing them over the 
contours with his fingers.  He wore it every day from then on, and was quoted by staff as saying, “I feel more 
separated now, and this is good.  The feelings were too strong before.  Now I am calm.”

2Marco believes that Emil Q. is wearing is a jockstrap, but it is in fact a dance belt – the essential difference between 
the two being that while the former has two straps that cross back over the buttocks, the latter has only one strap, 
worn thong-fashion.  There is no record of Emil Q. ever having been a student of dance.

3 The macuahuitl, known as the “Aztec sword,” was utilized by warriors of ancient South and Meso-America.  It is a 
wooden club lined on opposing sides with razor-sharp shards of chipped obsidian, and is as lethal as any metal 
blade.  Emil Q. created this replica by repurposing a cricket bat during his internment at The Blaake-Hode Facility 
(location UNDISCLOSED).  Genealogical research has shown Emil Q. has no Native American ancestry.  Emil Q.’s 
family history is RESTRICTED to EYES-ONLY clearance.
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< H > 

“Your police work is sloppy, Marco.”
“You don’t pay attention to details.”

“You’re always shooting from the hip.”5

< I >

 The only station the car’s radio could get in the storm was an AM Public Radio 
affiliate. The music playing when Marco put the transport car into the ditch was a piece by the 
Baroque composer Vivaldi6.7

4 “I’m always cutting it too damn close,” Marco thought during a lull in the wind. His arm was able to steady itself 
enough to draw a bead between the eyeholes of the mask.  Most of the time, things just sort of worked out.

5 Some of the reasons Olivia filed for divorce.  Also probably why Marco had shit transport detail, as well.

6 To be exact, Concerto No. 2 in G minor, Op. 8, RV 315, "L'estate" (Summer), 1. Allegro non molto7.

7 Marco didn’t know that; he was a free form jazz buff.  Emil Q. knew the piece well.

4



< J >

 It was when Marco finally gave up trying to outrun Emil Q. that he allowed himself to 
sink into the slop  and muck, spinning and falling onto his hip. He drew his .38.  This would be 
frowned upon by  his superiors, killing his charge like this, Marco knew. But he didn’t  give a shit 
in that moment. Things had become very black and white very quickly.
 Marco had to accept the fact that he was mostly responsible for this fix he was in, the 
horrible June thunderstorm not withstanding. He had entered into transport  duty of this inmate, 
knowing full well that the man had escaped custody numerous times. He was well aware that 
Emil Q. had a reputation for causing disorder in even the most secure of facilities. These were 
not aspects of the job hidden from Marco, and it was shit  like this that had caused Olivia to leave 
him finally. “You’re always bitting off more than you can chew,” she had said to him more than a 
few times.
 He had to admit it  was true. Here he was, half on his back in the mud, unable to properly 
line up a shot at this oncoming pagan thing. The pistol wavered and pitched with each gust  of 
wind as the fiend loomed. Marco could see keenly the chest hair clotted with mud, the stomach 
and thighs streaked with blood and grime. The dance belt soiled with sweat and urine.
 Marco felt now particularly foolish that he had kept the inmate’s personal effects in the 
front seat, within easy reach.



< L > 

 Marco squeezed the trigger, but nothing happened. Jam? Dud? Cruel Fate?  It was 
impossible to tell as Emil Q. swung the cricket  bat with both hands, describing an arc that freed 
the .38 and the hand holding it from Marco’s outstretched wrist.

< M >

 [Indecipherable]...and then you will know I am Summer.  Then it will become clear what 
must be amputated and what arteries must be cauterized and what fat needs be excised.  You 
will...[indecipherable]...in[to?] a further...
 [three lines indecipherable]
 ...fuck him.  Fuck him & his mother & his brothers & sisters & even his damn...
 [remaining four lines of text indecipherable]89

8 Hand-carved text found on one of the flat sides of Emil Q.’s homemade macuahuitl.  The other side is also carved 
and says simply: RED PRIEST9

9 Il Prete Rosso was a nickname for Antonio Lucio Vivaldi.



< A >

A thunderstorm boiled blackly, waiting to meet Marco somewhere down the two-lane blacktop  in 
the West. Rain began to fall - gently at first, then in great sheets that distorted the view of the 
highway through the unmarked transport car’s windshield10.

10 Emil Q.’s left eye dilated, his heart pounded.  From the radio he could hear strings.


